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Richard Nonas was born in New York in 1936, where he lived and worked. He 
studied literature and then social anthropology at the University of Michigan, 
Lafayette College, Columbia University and the University of North Carolina. 
Following his education, Nonas worked as an anthropologist for 10 years, 
doing field-work on American Indians in Northern Ontario, Canada, and in 
Northern Mexico and Southern Arizona. He turned to sculpture in the mid-
1960s at age 30. His anthropological work left a deep imprint that affected his 
sculptural practice and his engagement with the perception of space. Through 
a Minimalist vocabulary, Nonas developed a body of sculpture that engaged 
with the issue of place.

In the 1970s, Nonas was a part of an intrepid group of artists and 
curators who found alternative places to show. His work involved the 
alteration of the environment and repeated geometric forms, and he came 
to see sculpture and space as interdependent carriers of deep philosophical 
and emotional meanings. Many of his works – made of such materials as 
timbers, linear beams, granite curbstones, and steel planes – rest directly on 
the ground and function less as formal aesthetic objects, and more as spatial 
markers. His forms serve to interrupt the space, calling attention to the non-
specificity of the forms on the one hand, while creating a charged sense of 
space on the other.

Nonas has exhibited extensively throughout the world, making floor-
based and wall-mounted works that range in scale and are situated both 
indoors and out.

RICHARD NONAS
(1936 – 2021, New York, us)

Ongoing shows
Giovanni Kronenberg – Richard Nonas, z2o Gal-
lery, Roma, IT (2022).

Recent solo shows
Richard Nonas: As Light Through Fog, Fergus Mc-
Caffrey, New York, US (2022); Swerve (of shore) 
to bend (of bay), Galerie Hubert Winter, Vienna, 
AT (2020); Richard Nonas: all; at once, Fergus 
McCaffrey, New York, US (2019); Richard Non-
as, Galerie Christophe Gaillard, Paris, FR (2019); 
COL, Musée Gassendi, Digne-les-Bains, FR 
(2019); Skeleton-cuts, line by line, Galerie Stadt-
park, Krems, AT (2019); Riverrun (from Swerve to 
Bend), Mamco, Genève, CH (2019); Where None, 
‘T’ Space Gallery, Rhinebeck, New York, US 
(2018); Out Away Back, Neochrome Gallery, Tu-
rin, IT (2018); …as light through fog…, Chiesa della 
Spina, Pisa, IT (2017); Project 02: Richard Nonas & 
Native North American Art, OV Project, Brussels, 
BE (2017); Richard Nonas: Slant, Fergus McCaf-
frey, New York, US (2017); RIVER-RUN, P420, Bo-
logna, IT (2016); Ridge (out, away, back), The Art 
Institute of Chicago, Chicago, US (2016); Richard 
Nonas, Galerie Hubert Winter, AT (2015); Richard 
Nonas, More, Galerie Hans Mayer, Dusseldorf, 
DE (2015); Richard Nonas, Untitled, Una Vetri-
na, Roma, IT (2014); Richard Nonas, Fergus Mc-
Caffrey, New York City, US (2014); Construction 
Phase I, II, III, Fergus McCaffrey, New York City, 
US (2014); Richard Nonas, Holdfast, Galerie Bru-
no Mory, Besanceuil, Bonnay, FR (2014); Cross-
Cuts: Sculpture by Richard Nonas and Joel Sha-
piro, Knockdown Center, Maspeth, New York, US 
(2014); Richard Nonas, Ridge, James Fuentes LLC, 
New York City, US (2013); The Raw Edge: Vière 
et les Moyennes Montagnes, Digne Les Bains, FR 
(2012); Hamish Fulton e Richard Nonas, Galleria 
Michela Rizzo, Venezia, IT (2012); Split, Galerie 
Anne de Villepoix, Paris, FR (2012); Richard Non-
as: No-Water-In, P420, Bologna, IT (2011); Shoots 
good, not straight, Saint Etienne Metropole Mu-
see d’Art Moderne, FR (2010); Wedge for now, 
Galerie Anne de Villepoix, Paris, FR (2010).

Recent group shows
Singing in Unison: Artists need to create on the 
same scale that society has the capacity to de-
stroy, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, US (2022); 
Sculpture, LIA Louver, Venice, US (2022); Je 
Thème, Olivier Vrankenne Project Room, Brus-
sels, Belgium (2022); Archivio Ugo Ferranti. Roma 
1974-1985, MAXXI, Roma, IT (2021); Introduction 
to a Distant World, Galerie Hubert Winter, Vienna, 
AT (2020); Elemental, Paul Kasmin Gallery, New 
York, US (2019); Selected Works from the Col-
lection of Holly Solomon 1968-1981, Marlborough 
London Mayfair, London, UK (2019); Presque Rien, 
Geukens & De VilKnokke, Heist, BE (2019); Studio 
Guenzani, Milano, IT (2019); Position Matters, Mi-
nus Space, New York, US (2018); Deadeye Dick: 
Richard Bellamy and His Circle, Peter Freeman, 
New York, US (2018); Corners / In Between, Nor-
ma Mangione Gallery, Torino, IT (2017); Il tessuto 

come arte: Antonio Ratti imprenditore e mecenate, 
Palazzo Te, Mantova, IT (2017); Forty, MoMA PS1, 
Long Island City, New York, US (2016); Rhona 
Hoffman 40 Years, Part 1, Rhona Hoffman Gallery, 
Chicago, US (2016); The Man in the Empty Space, 
MASS MoCA, North Adams, US (2016); Testing 
Testing: Painting and Sculpture since 1960 from 
the Permanent Collection, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, US (2015); The 
Dorothy and Herbert Vogel Collection: 50 Works 
for 50 States, Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of 
Art, East Logan, US (2015); SELF: Portraits of Art-
ists in Their Absence, National Academy Museum, 
New York City, US (2015); Richard Nonas / Don-
ald Judd - Fergus McCaffrey, St. Barth, Gustavia, 
SE (2014); Ripensare le collezioni: la scultura, Cen-
tro de Arte Moderna e Contemporanea della Spe-
zia (CAMeC), La Spezia, IT (2014).

Richard Nonas in his studio, courtesy Wowe Photography, NY 2010



Richard Nonas’s installation in the Réserve Géologique de Haute-
Provence was inspired by his discovery of the hamlet of Vière. 
This place, with a special atmosphere, located in the heart of the 
Alpes de Haute-Provence and formerly the administrative centre 
of the commune [municipal district] of Prads-Haute-Bléone, was 
gradually deserted during the 20th century.

THE RAW EDGE

Exhibition view The Raw Edge, Vière, FR, 2011



Exhibition view The Raw Edge, Vière, FR, 2011



Exhibition view The Raw Edge, Vière, FR, 2011



Exhibition view, Public collection, Bologna



Exhibition view, Public collection, Bologna



RIVER-RUN

Exhibition view River-Run, P420 Gallery, Bologna, IT, 2016

River-Run interprets the force of places, bringing with it multiple 
possible visions to observe the world, where doubt and ambiguity 
take on body in crude, raw, heavy, industrial or natural materials, 
conserving simple and ordinary forms. 

Nonas distinguishes the concept of space from that of 
place. If space is seen as a physical property of pure measurement, 
then place is space imbued with human meaning. They are sites 
of strong emotional impact, where sharing and the force of 
suggestion lie at the origin of everything. Place is that ancient 
algorithm.

River-Run is an unstoppable flow, the cyclical progress of life, 
being and cessation, an untamable dichotomizing force that runs 
through the encounter between art and life.

River-Run provides a privileged vantage point from which 
sculpture becomes a critical tool, where questioning oneself 
becomes a race, an unstoppable and necessary flow.



Exhibition view River-Run, P420 Gallery, Bologna, IT, 2016



Exhibition view River-Run, P420 Gallery, Bologna, IT, 2016



THE MAN IN THE 
EMPTY SPACE

“I want every aspect of the making to be pretty straightforward, 
except the final result,” Nonas explained in an interview. “For the 
final result I want that tension, that sense of not quite making sense.”

In the exhibition at MASS MoCA, Richard Nonas: The Man 
in the Empty Space — his first museum show on the East Coast 
in 30 years — Nonas sets out to create the conditions for that 
unnamable tension, that problematic aspect that can beget new 
forms of seeing. 

Nonas wanted to construct for Building 5 a central object, 
like a spine, that was also off- center. He came up with “Single 
Artificer,” an installation of 50 dark railroad ties, stacked at 
perpendiculars, that form an extended curve across the gallery’s 
floor. Swerving the space forward, the work acts like a sustained 
low note humming alongside the other sculptures. 

“The curve, the long curve of railroad ties, is both a static 
object and a kind of moving object at the same time,” Nonas said. 

“Your eye really follows that curve, rides that line around.”

text by James H. Miller

Exhibition view The Man in the Empty Space, MASS MoCA, North Adams, MA, 2016



Exhibition view The Man in the Empty Space, MASS MoCA, North Adams, MA, 2016



CUT BACK THROUGH 
(FOR BJORN)
Nonas often changes already-existing works into new 
combinations, and thus new works. And like Cut Back Through 
(for Bjorn), many of his works are often arranged in pairs, series, 
or grids which create a dialogue and tension between the 
individual elements while creating a new whole from these parts. 
The grouping of granite sculptures functions as a cut into the 
landscape, but they also offer museum-goers a place to rest both 
their bodies and minds, allowing for — and indeed provoking — 
intuitive, visceral responses.

The granite used to make the chairs and stools was sourced 
in Sweden from a quarry owned by a long-time friend of the 
artist (the Bjorn of the title). Nonas used the materials with great 
efficiency; the stools are the remnants — or offcuts — left after the 
chair has been excised and split from the granite block. Confusing 
usual distinctions between art and function, the chairs confirm 
that for Nonas a compelling object is a compelling object, without 
distinction. And while Nonas’ works are familiar, they emanate 
powerfully and remain open and shifting — both visually as 
viewers walk around and through them and in meaning and 
association — balancing on the edge of one thing becoming another.

Exhibition view Cut Back Through (for Bjorn), 
MASS MoCA, North Adams, MA, 2017



Exhibition view … as light through fog …, Chiesa della Spina, Pisa, IT, 2017



Exhibition view … as light through fog …, Chiesa della Spina, Pisa, IT, 2017



Exhibition view … as light through fog …, Chiesa della Spina, Pisa, IT, 2017



The sculptures Nonas has made since then, whether small wall-
based reliefs or large floor-based spans, are always abstract; indeed, 
far from representing something else, they operate with a formal 
agency of their own: they mark and measure a space in order to 
render it “place.” “I want to make places,” he explains. “Nature is 
space; we make it place—by names, by fences, by bounding it, by 
centering it. Place is symbolic space, emotional space….Place is the 
appropriation of space—space imbued with human meaning.”

RIDGE (OUT, AWAY, BACK)

Exhibition view Ridge (out, away, back), Art Institute Chicago, Chicago, US, 2017



Nonas’s project on the Bluhm Family Terrace, his first large-
scale installation in Chicago, includes a rhythmic array of 90 
ready-made granite curbstones cutting like diagonal tracks across 
the underlying grid of the terrace floor. A form typically used for 
edging or bounding is deployed in an open-ended configuration. 
Alongside this work in stone, two groups of reliefs constructed 
of century-old floorboards from the artist’s New York studio are 
positioned at regular intervals along slim lengths of wood, like 
a pair of horizon lines suspended against a backdrop of near 
and distant architecture. Nonas’s installation thus alters, and 
literally expands, our sense of where the boundaries of the named, 
demarcated place of the Bluhm Family Terrace can actually lie.

Exhibition view Ridge (out, away, back), Art Institute Chicago, Chicago, US, 2017



Exhibition view Pivot, Art Unlimited, Art Basel, Basel, BE, 2018
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